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程，推导出可叠加 TIPS 的 纯折现无套利模型。结果表明，TIPS 的风
                                                 
1 These Treasurys are designed to keep pace with inflation. The principal is adjusted to 
match changes in the consumer price index, while the interest rate remains fixed. In this way, 
inflation can not erode the value of your principal. New in 1997, they are officially known as 
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Abstract 
For the past last 30 years, tremendous progress has been made in 
modeling the dynamics of the term structure of interest rates and expected 
inflation, which plays an instrumental role in determining prices and 
hedging portfolios of fixed-income derivative securities. The term 
structure of expected inflation is a key to assessing the credibility of fiscal 
and monetary policies, to examining how borrowing decisions of 
households and firms respond to monetary policy. 
The objective of this dissertation is to construct two dynamic models 
related to the term structure of expected inflation based on traditional 
bond and TIPS by utilizing arbitrage-pricing theory. 
 First of all, this dissertation reviews the theoretical development of 
the dynamic models for the default-free term structure and their 
application in pricing models of the term structure of expected inflation.  
Secondly, by utilizing arbitrage-pricing theory and Merton’s 
continuous-time model, and based on Fisher effect equation, this 
dissertation revises the Three-Factor CIR models of the term structure of 
expected inflation developed by Buttler (2000). It overcomes the 
limitation in the former models that the expected inflation cannot be 
negative by describing instantaneous inflation and transforming CIR 
random process of expected inflation into Vasicek pricing process. 
Thridly, the second expected inflation model is formulated through 
continuous time based on TIPS. By employing the means of random 
discount factor, it is developed through a convergent yield to maturity 
function, which follows the random process of Vasicek model. It has been 
found that the market price of risk in TIPS is a constant, which is the 
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One-Factor model of the term structure of expected inflation is similar to 
the term structure of interest rate in terms of their differential equation 
and explanation. 
This study significantly contributes to the development of dynamic 
models for the term structure of expected inflation based on real world, 
and fixed-income asset pricing. It is of great significant to effective 
monetary and fiscal policies and risk management.  
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1 Ang, Andrew and Geert Bekaert, 2003, “The Term Structure of Real Rates and Expected 
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1.3.1 利率期限结构 
利率期限结构（the term structure of interest rate），是某个时刻不
同期限的利率所组成的一条曲线，也可以表示为某个时点零息票债券
的收益率曲线（yield curve）。其理论基础包括 Fisher 效应、纯贴现债
券（零息票债券）和随机折现因子理论。 







)1()1()1( ttt ri π+•+=+                       (1-1) 
等式（1-1）中 ti 表示名义率， tr 表示实际收益率， tπ 表示通货
膨胀率。 
等式（1-1）可变为： 
 ttttt rri ππ +++=+ 1)1(                      
 ttttt rri ππ ++=                          （1-2） 
由于 tr 和 tπ 均较小，其乘积 ttr π 的值就更小，因此，式（1-2）
又可近似的表示为： 
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1 Martin D.D.Evans., Real Rates, Expected Inflation and Inflation Risk Premia. The Journal 
of Finance, vol LⅡ,No1.Feb.1998, p212. 
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